SPA SAFFIRE – SAFFIRE’S GENTLE HEART
Nestled within the luxurious folds of Saffire’s exquisite architecture rests Spa Saffire, a haven of
relaxation, restoration and transformation.
At Saffire we recognise that every guest is unique, as is every guest’s perception of his or her perfect spa
experience. For some, it is pure relaxation with a massage that meets their precise requirements in the
moment. For others, it is a facial that truly restores freshness and firms the skin, releasing the last vestiges
of travel and tiredness. It may be the opportunity to take the time to focus on a daily program of body
shaping throughout the length of their stay, or to focus on personal wellness – reinspiring an exercise,
yoga or meditation program, analysing current nutrition and superfood supplementation, or simply
catching up on those grooming essentials – so often hard to look after, pleasurably, when travelling.
Spa Saffire staff are selected for their superlative skills across a broad spectrum of deliverables. At their
disposal are some of the world’s finest skin and spa care products, underpinned by the energy and purity of
local components that ensure a unique Saffire experience.
The luxury and energy of precious jewels, the restorative power of minerals and spring waters, the
expertise of fine craftsmanship technology and the centred focus of the therapists form the basis of Spa
Saffire’s offer. Diamond, Gold and Sapphire facials, Volcanic Minerals body shaping, steam sanctum
destress and detoxification, naturopathic consultations, energy balancing, boutique personal training
studio... the choice is yours.
Couples can choose to share the pleasure and romance of indulgent and restorative treatments and time
together in the boutique dual suite.
The brands selected to feature within Spa Saffire include elements of Natura Bisse of Spain; Deluxe Line
by Vagheggi out of Italy, including the Gold Stem sensation; Light and Colour technology by Tanda and
Gharieni, and Saffire’s signature elements created by Dr Jean Laing DC incorporating pH balancing pure
formulations enhanced by the transformational energy of blue sapphire dust.
Precious minerals and jewels include warm massage stones hand-crafted from pink granite, reflecting The
Hazards, Saffire’s own pink granite peaks, and master-cut chakra opening blue corundum sapphires and
energy-balancing blue topaz and golden citrine gems.
Within the private and intimate Spa Saffire sanctuary, the guest pays only for time, allowing the crafting
of a personally perfect journey, delivery and result.
Relax, Restore and Transform ...the spa is yours.
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